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Abstract. This paper proposes exploiting both explicit and mined meta-
data for enriching Web searching with exploration services. On-line re-
sults clustering is useful for providing users with overviews of the results
and thus allowing them to restrict their focus to the desired parts. On
the other hand, the various metadata that are available to a WSE (Web
Search Engine), e.g. domain/language/date/ﬁletype, are commonly ex-
ploited only through the advanced (form-based) search facilities that
some WSEs oﬀer (and users rarely use). We propose an approach that
combines both kinds of metadata by adopting the interaction paradigm
of dynamic taxonomies and faceted exploration. This combination results
to an eﬀective, ﬂexible and eﬃcient exploration experience.
1 Introduction
Web Search Engines (WSEs) typically return a ranked list of documents that
are relevant to the query submitted by the user. For each document, its title,
URL and snippet (fragment of the text that contains keywords of the query) are
usually presented. It is observed that most users are impatient and look only at
the ﬁrst results [1]. Consequently, when either the documents with the intended
(by the user) meaning of the query words are not in the ﬁrst pages, or there are a
few dotted in various ranks (and probably diﬀerent result pages), it is diﬃcult for
the user to ﬁnd the information he really wants. The problem becomes harder if
the user cannot guess additional words for restricting his query, or the additional
words the user chooses are not the right ones for restricting the result set.
One solution to these problems is results clustering [25] which provides a quick
overview of the search results. It aims at grouping the results into topics, called
clusters, with predictive names (labels), aiding the user to locate quickly docu-
ments that otherwise he wouldn’t practically ﬁnd especially if these documents
are low ranked (and thus not in ﬁrst result pages). Another solution is to exploit
the various metadata that are available to WSEs (like domain, dates, language,
ﬁletype, etc). Such metadata are usually exploited through the advanced search
facilities that some WSEs oﬀer, but users very rarely use these services. A more
ﬂexible and promising approach is to exploit such metadata in the context of
the interaction paradigm of faceted and dynamic taxonomies [18,21], a paradigm
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that is used more and more nowadays. Its main beneﬁt is that it shows only
those terms of the taxonomy that lead to non-empty answer sets, and the user
can gradually restrict his focus using several criteria by clicking. In addition this
paradigm allows users to switch easily between searching and browsing.
There are works [1,14] in the literature that compare automatic results clus-
tering with guided exploration (through dynamic faceted taxonomies). In this
work we propose combining these two approaches. In a nutshell, the contribution
of our work lies in: (a) proposing and motivating the need for exploiting both
explicit and mined metadata during Web searching, (b) showing how automatic
results clustering can be combined with the interaction paradigm of dynamic
taxonomies, by clustering on-demand the top elements of the user focus, (c)
providing incremental evaluation algorithms, and (d) reporting experimental re-
sults that prove the feasibility and the eﬀectiveness of the approach.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no other WSEs that oﬀer the same
kind of information/interaction. A somehow related interaction paradigm that
involves clustering is Scatter/Gather [4,8]. This paradigm allows the users to
select clusters, subsequently the documents of the selected clusters are clustered
again, the new clusters are presented, and so on. This process can be repeated
until individual documents are reached. However, for very big answer sets, the
initial clusters apart from being very expensive to compute on-line, will also be
quite ambiguous and thus not very helpful for the user. Our approach alleviates
this problem, since the user can restrict his focus through the available metadata,
to a size that allows deriving more speciﬁc and informative cluster labels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses requirements,
related work and background information. Section 3 describes our approach for
dynamic coupling clustering with dynamic taxonomies. Section 4 describes im-
plementation and reports experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes and
identiﬁes issues for further research.
2 Requirements and Background
Results Clustering. Results clustering algorithms should satisfy several re-
quirements. First of all, the generated clusters should be characterized from
high intra-cluster similarity. Moreover, results clustering algorithms should be
eﬃcient and scalable since clustering is an online task and the size of the re-
trieved document set can vary. Usually only the top−C documents are clustered
in order to increase performance. In addition, the presentation of each cluster
should be concise and accurate to allow users to detect what they need quickly.
Cluster labeling is the task of deriving readable and meaningful (single-word or
multiple-word) names for clusters, in order to help the user to recognize the clus-
ters/topics he is interested in. Such labels must be predictive, descriptive, concise
and syntactically correct. Finally, it should be possible to provide high quality
clusters based on small document snippets rather than the whole documents.
In general, clustering can be applied either to the original documents (like in
[4,8]), or to their (query-dependent) snippets (as in [25,20,6,26,7,22]). Clustering
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meta-search engines (e.g. clusty.com) use the results of one or more WSEs, in
order to increase coverage/relevance. Therefore, meta-search engines have direct
access only to the snippets returned by the queried WSEs. Clustering the snip-
pets rather than the whole documents makes clustering algorithms faster. Some
clustering algorithms [6,5,23] use internal or external sources of knowledge like
Web directories (e.g. DMoz1), Web dictionaries (e.g. WordNet) and thesauri,
online encyclopedias and other online knowledge bases. These external sources
are exploited to identify signiﬁcant words/phrases, that represent the contents of
the retrieved documents or can be enriched, in order to optimize the clustering
and improve the quality of cluster labels.
One very eﬃcient and eﬀective approach is the Suﬃx Tree Clustering (STC)
[25] where search results (mainly snippets) can be clustered fast (in linear time),
incrementally, and each cluster is labeled with a phrase. Overall and for the
problem at hand, we consider important the requirements of relevance, browsable
summaries, overlap, snippet-tolerance, speed and incrementality as described in
[25]. Several variations of STC have emerged recently (e.g. [3,11,22]).
Exploratory Search and Information Thinning. Most WSEs are appropri-
ate for focalized search, i.e. they make the assumption that users can accurately
describe their information need using a small sequence of terms. However, as
several user studies have shown, this is not the case. A high percentage of search
tasks are exploratory [1], the user does not know accurately his information
need, the user provides 2-5 words, and focalized search very commonly leads to
inadequate interactions and poor results. Unfortunately, available UIs do not aid
the user in query formulation, and do not provide any exploration services. The
returned answers are simple ranked lists of results, with no organization.
We believe that modern WSEs should guide users in exploring the informa-
tion space. Dynamic taxonomies [18] (faceted or not) is a general knowledge
management model based on a multidimensional classiﬁcation of heterogeneous
data objects and is used to explore and browse complex information bases in
a guided, yet unconstrained way through a visual interface. Features of faceted
metadata search include (a) display of current results in multiple categorization
schemes (facets) (e.g. based on metadata terms, such as size or date), (b) dis-
play categories leading to non-empty results, and (c) display of the count of the
indexed objects of each category (i.e. the number of results the user will get
by selecting this category). An example of the idea assuming only one facet, is
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows a taxonomy and 8 indexed objects (1-8).
Figure 1(b) shows the dynamic taxonomy if we restrict our focus to the objects
{4,5,6}. Figure 1(c) shows the browsing structure that could be provided at the
GUI layer and Figure 1(d) sketches user interaction.
The user explores or navigates the information space by setting and changing
his focus. The notion of focus can be intensional or extensional. Speciﬁcally, any
set of terms, i.e. any conjunction of terms (or any boolean expression of terms) is
a possible focus. For example, the initial focus can be the empty, or the top term
1 www.dmoz.org
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Fig. 1. Dynamic Taxonomies
of a facet. However, the user can also start from an arbitrary set of objects, and
this is the common case in the context of a WSE and our primary scenario. In
that case we can say that the focus is deﬁned extensionally. Speciﬁcally, if A is
the result of a free text query q, then the interaction is based on the restriction
of the faceted taxonomy on A (Figure 1(b) shows the restriction of a taxonomy
on the objects {4,5,6}). At any point during the interaction, we compute and
provide to the user the immediate zoom-in/out/side points along with count
information (as shown in Figure 1(d)). When the user selects one of these points
then the selected term is added to the focus, and so on. Note that the user can
exploit the faceted structure and at each step may decide to select a zoom point
from diﬀerent facet (e.g. ﬁletype, modiﬁcation date, language, web domain, etc).
Examples of applications of faceted metadata-search include: e-commerce (e.g.
ebay), library and bibliographic portals (e.g. DBLP), museum portals (e.g. [10]
and Europeana2), mobile phone browsers (e.g. [12]), specialized search engines
and portals (e.g. [16]), Semantic Web (e.g. [9,15]), general purpose WSEs (e.g.
Google Base), and other frameworks (e.g. mSpace[19]).
Related Work. Systems like [24,9,13,15,2] support multiple facets, each associ-
ated with a taxonomy which can be predeﬁned. Moreover, the systems described
in [24,9,15] support ways to conﬁgure the taxonomies that are available during
browsing based on the contents of the results. Speciﬁcally, [24] enriches the val-
ues of the object descriptions with more broad terms by exploiting WordNet, [9]
supports rules for deciding which facets should be used according to the type
of data objects based on RDF, and [15] supports reclassiﬁcation of the objects
to predeﬁned types. However, none of these systems apply content-based results
clustering, re-constructing the cluster tree taxonomy while the user explores the
answer set. Instead they construct it once per each submitted query.
3 On-Demand Integration
Dynamic taxonomies can load and handle thousands of objects very fast (as it
will be described in Section 4.1). However, the application of results clustering on
2 http://www.europeana.eu
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thousands of snippets would have the following shortcomings: (a) Ineﬃciency,
since real-time results clustering is feasible only for hundreds of snippets, and
(b) Low cluster label quality, since the resulting labels would be too general. To
this end we propose a dynamic (on-demand) integration approach. The idea is
to apply the result clustering algorithm only on the top-C (usually C = 100)
snippets of the current focus. This approach not only can be performed fast,
but it is expected to return more informative cluster labels. Let q be the user
query and let Ans(q) be the answer of this query. We shall use Af to denote
top-K (usually K < 10000) objects of Ans(q) and Ac to denote top-C objects of
Ans(q). Clearly, Ac ⊆ Af ⊆ Ans(q). The steps of the process are the following:
(1) The snippets of the elements of Ac are generated.
(2) Clustering is applied on the elements of Ac, generating a cluster label tree
clt.
(3) The set of Af (with their metadata), as well as clt, are loaded to FleXplorer,
a module for creating and managing the faceted dynamic taxonomy. As the
facet that corresponds to automatic clustering includes only the elements of
Ac, we create an additional artiﬁcial cluster label, named ”REST” where we
place all objects in Af \Ac (i.e. it will contain K − C objects).
(4) FleXplorer computes and delivers to the GUI the (immediate) zoom points.
The user can start browsing by selecting the desired zoom point(s). When he
selects a zoom point or submits a new query, steps (1)-(4) are performed again.
3.1 Results Clustering: HSTC
We adopt an extension of STC [25] that we have devised called HSTC. As in STC,
this algorithm begins by constructing the suﬃx tree of the titles and snippets and
then it scores each node of that tree. HSTC uses a scoring formula that favors the
occurrences in titles, does not merge base clusters and returns an hierarchically
organized set of cluster labels. In brief, the advantages of HSTC are: (a) the user
never gets unexpected results, as opposed to the existing STC-based algorithms
which adopt overlap-based cluster merging, (b) it is more conﬁgurable w.r.t. de-
sired cluster label sizes (STC favors speciﬁc lengths), (c) it derives hierarchically
organized labels, and (d) it favors occurrences in titles. The experimental eval-
uation showed that this algorithm is more preferred by users3 and it is around
two times faster that the plain STC (see Section 4.1). We do not report here the
details, because any result clustering algorithm could be adopted. However, it is
worth noticing that the hierarchy of cluster labels by HSTC, can be considered
as a subsumption relation since it satisﬁes c < c′ =⇒ Ext(c) ⊆ Ext(c′), where
Ext(ci) denotes the documents that belong to cluster ci. This property allows
exploiting the interaction paradigm of dynamic taxonomies. HSTC, like STC,
results in overlapping clusters.
3 http://groogle.csd.uoc.gr:8080/mitos/ﬁles/clusteringEvaluation/userStudy.html
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3.2 Dynamic Taxonomies: FleXplorer
FleXplorer is a main memory API (Application Programmatic Interface) that
allows managing (creating, deleting, modifying) terms, taxonomies, facets and
object descriptions. It supports both ﬁnite and inﬁnite terminologies (e.g. nu-
merically valued attributes) as well as explicitly and intensionally deﬁned tax-
onomies. The former can be classiﬁcation schemes and thesauri, the latter can
be hierarchically organized intervals (based on the inclusion relation), etc. Re-
garding user interaction, the framework provides methods for setting the focus
and getting the applicable zoom points.
3.3 Incremental Evaluation Algorithm
Here we present an incremental approach for exploiting past computations and
results. Let Af be the objects of the current focus. If the user selects a zoom
point he moves to a diﬀerent focus. Let A′f denote the top-K elements of the
new focus, and A′c the top-C of the new focus. The steps of the algorithm
follow.
(1) We set Ac,new = A′c \ Ac and Ac,old = Ac \ A′c, i.e. Ac,new is the set of the
new objects that have to be clustered, and Ac,old is the set of objects that
should no longer aﬀect clustering.
(2) The snippets of the objects in Ac,new are generated (those of Ac,old are
available from the previous step). Recall that snippet generation is expensive.
(3) HSTC is applied incrementally to Ac,new.
(4) The new cluster label tree clt′ is loaded to FleXplorer.
(5) FleXplorer computes and delivers to the GUI the (immediate) zoom points
for the focus with contents A′f .
Let’s now focus on Step (3), i.e. on the incremental application of HSTC.
Incremental means that the previous suﬃx tree sf is preserved. Speciﬁcally, we
extend sf with the suﬃxes of the elements in the titles/snippets of the ele-
ments in Ac,new, exploiting the incremental nature of STC. Let sf ′ denote the
extended suﬃx tree. To derive the top scored labels, we have to score again
all nodes of the suﬃx tree. However we should not take into account objects
that belong to Ac,old. Speciﬁcally, scoring should be based on the extension of
the labels that contain elements of A′c only. The preserved suﬃx tree can be
either the initial suﬃx tree or the pruned suﬃx tree. Each node of the ini-
tial tree corresponds to a single word, while the pruned tree is more compact
in the sense that if a node contains only one child node and both nodes con-
tain the same objects, they are collapsed to one single node that has as label
the concatenation of the labels of the constituent nodes. Scoring is done over
the pruned suﬃx tree. However to add and delete objects to/from a pruned
suﬃx tree sometimes requires ”splitting” nodes (due to the additions) and prun-
ing extra nodes (due to the deletions). On the other hand, if the unpruned
suﬃx tree is preserved, then additions and deletions are performed right away
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and pruning takes place at the end. Independently of the kind of the preserved
suﬃx tree, below we discuss two possible approaches for updating the suﬃx tree:
– Scan-approach
We scan the nodes of the suﬃx tree sf ′ and delete from their extensions all
elements that belong to Ac,old. Figure 2 illustrates an example for the case
where Ac = {1, 2} and A′c = {1, 3}.
– Object-to-ClusterLabel Index-approach
An alternative approach is to have an additional data structure that for
each object o in Ac it keeps pointers to the nodes of the suﬃx tree to whose
extension o belongs. In that case we do not have to scan the entire suﬃx
tree since we can directly go to the nodes whose extension has to be reduced.
The extra memory space for this policy is roughly equal to the size of the
suﬃx tree. However the suﬃx tree construction process will be slower as we
have to maintain the additional data structure too.
We have to note that sf can be considered as a cache of snippets and recall
that snippet generation is more expensive than clustering. The gained speedup
is beneﬁcial both for a standalone WSE as well for a Meta WSE, since fetching
and parsing of snippets are reused. The suﬃx tree sf has to be constructed from
scratch whenever the user submits a new query and is incrementally updated
while the user browses the information space by selecting zoom points.
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4 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation
The implementation was done in the context of Mitos4 [17], which is a prototype
WSE5. FleXplorer is used by Mitos for oﬀering general purpose browsing and
exploration services. Currently, and on the basis of the top-K answer of each
submitted query, the following ﬁve facets are created and oﬀered to users:
– the hierarchy or clusters derived by HSTC
– web domain, a hierarchy is deﬁned (e.g. csd.uoc.gr < uoc.gr < gr),
– format type (e.g. pdf, html, doc, etc), no hierarchy is created in this case
– language of a document based on the encoding of a web page and
– (modiﬁcation) date hierarchy.
When the user interacts with the clustering facet we do not apply the re-
clustering process (i.e. steps (1) and (2) of the on-demand algorithm). This
behavior is more intuitive, since it preserves the clustering hierarchy while the
user interacts with the clustering facet (and does not frustrate the user with
unexpected results). In case the user is not satisﬁed by the available cluster la-
bels for the top-C objects of the answer, he can enforce the execution of the
clustering algorithm for the next top-C by pressing the REST zoom-in point as
it has already been mentioned (which keeps pointers to K − C objects).
4.1 Experimental Results
Clustering Performance. It is worth noting that the most time consuming
subtask is not the clustering itself but the extraction of the snippets from the
cached copies of textual contents of the pages6. To measure the performance
of the clustering algorithm and the snippet generation, we selected 16 queries
and we counted the average times to generate and cluster the top-{100, 200,
300, 400, 500} snippets. All measurements were performed using a Pentium IV
4 GHz, with 2 GB RAM, running Linux Debian.
Table 1. Top-C Snippet Generation and Clustering Times (in seconds)
Measured Task 100 200 300 400 500
Time to generate snippets 0.793 1.375 1.849 2.268 2.852
Time to apply STC 0.138 0.375 0.833 1.494 2.303
Time to apply HSTC 0.117 0.189 0.311 0.449 0.648
Table 1 shows snippet generation times and the clustering algorithms perfor-
mance (measured in seconds). Notice that snippet generation is a slow operation
and is the bottleneck in order to provide fast on-demand clustering, for a big
4 http://groogle.csd.uoc.gr:8080/mitos/
5 Under development by the Department of Computer Science of the University of
Crete and FORTH-ICS.
6 The snippets in our experiments contain up to two sentences (11 words maximum
each) where the query terms appear most times.
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top-C number (C > 500). We should mention though, that our testbed includes
a rather big number of large sized ﬁles (i.e. pdf, ppt), which hurt snippet gener-
ation times. Moreover, notice that HSTC is at least two times faster than STC.
This is because HSTC does not have to intersect and merge base clusters.
Dynamic Taxonomies Performance. Loading times of FleXplorer have
been thoroughly measured in [21]. In brief, the computation of zoom-in points
with count information is more expensive than without. In 1 sec we can compute
the zoom-in points of 240.000 results with count information, while without
count information we can compute the zoom-in points of 540.000 results.
Overall Performance. In this experiment we measured the overall cost, i.e.
cluster generation times (snippet generation and clustering algorithm execution)
and the dynamic taxonomies times (to compute the zoom points and and to load
the new clustering labels to the corresponding facet). Moreover, we compare
(a) (b) (c)
text/html is pressedExpand gr and
uoc.gr is pressed
Fig. 3. Steps (a)-(c) of running scenario
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the non-incremental with the incremental algorithm, which preserves the initial
suﬃx tree and the elimination of old objects is done using the Scan-approach.
The scenario we used includes: (a) the execution of the query crete which returns
4067 results, (b) the expansion of the gr zoom point of the By domain facet and
the selection of the uoc.gr (1277) zoom-in point from the hierarchy revealed from
the expansion, and (c) the selection of the text/html (807) zoom-in point of the
By ﬁletype facet. Let ca, cb and cc be snippets of the top − C elements in the
steps (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Figure 3 shows the facet terms after steps
(a), (b) and (c), as they are displayed in the left bar of the WSE GUI. We set
K = 10000 (i.e. the whole answer set is loaded) and repeated the above steps for
the following values of C:100, 200 ... 500. We do not measure the cost of the query
evaluation time. In all experiments FleXplorer computes count information.
Table 2. Top-C Comparison of Incremental/Non-Incremental Algorithms (in seconds)
Step (a) Step (b) Step (c)
top-100 |ca| = 100 |ca ∩ cb| = 43, overlap=43% |cb ∩ cc| = 85, overlap=85%
Non-Incr. 0.914 0.443 0.204
Incr. 0.931 0.431 0.101
top-200 |ca| = 200 |ca ∩ cb| = 71, overlap=35.5% |cb ∩ cc| = 113, overlap=56.5%
Non-Incr. 1.266 1.245 0.789
Incr. 1.245 0.965 0.68
top-300 |ca| = 300 |ca ∩ cb| = 74, overlap=24.6% |cb ∩ cc| = 201, overlap=67.7%
Non-Incr. 1.676 2.534 1.383
Incr. 1.65 2.527 0.761
top-400 |ca| = 400 |ca ∩ cb| = 85, overlap=21.5% |cb ∩ cc| = 252, overlap=63%
Non-Incr. 2.246 3.067 1.944
Incr. 2.118 3.335 0.942
top-500 |ca| = 500 |ca ∩ cb| = 97, overlap=19.4% |cb ∩ cc| = 324, overlap=64.8%
Non-Incr. 2.483 3.495 2.001
Incr. 2.493 3.652 0.751
Table 2 shows the intersection of Ac and A′c for steps (a), (b) and (c) and the
execution times that correspond to the integration of FleXplorer and results
clustering using the non-incremental and an incremental approach of HSTC,
for the top − C elements. It is evident that for top-100 and top-200 values, the
results are presented to the user almost instantly (around 1 second), making the
proposed on demand clustering method suitable as an online task. Moreover, we
can see that there is a linear correlation between time cost and the top-C value.
Finally, calculating and loading clusters for the top-500 documents, costs around
3 seconds making even big top-C conﬁgurations a feasible conﬁguration.
Comparing the incremental and the non-incremental algorithm, we observe
a signiﬁcant speedup whenever the overlap is more than 50%, for our scenario.
At step (a) the suﬃx tree construction is the same for both algorithms as the
suﬃx tree sf has to be constructed from scratch. For step (b) there are small
variations due to the small overlap, so the time saved from the snippets gen-
eration/parsing is compensated by the time needed for eliminating old objects.
Speciﬁcally, the incremental algorithm is faster for the top-200 case and slower
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for the top-{400, 500} cases which have the lowest overlap. For the other cases
performance is almost the same. Notice that although the top-100 case has the
biggest overlap of all, there are no diﬀerences in the execution time of the two
algorithms. This is probably due to the fact that the overlapping documents
have fast snippet generation times, while the rest are big sized. At step (c) the
beneﬁt from the incremental approach is clear, since it is almost twice as fast
as the non incremental one. Speciﬁcally, the best speedup is in the case of top-
500, where overlap reaches 65% and the execution time of the non-incremental
is 2.001, while for the incremental is just 0.751.
5 Conclusion
The contribution of our work lies in: (a) proposing and motivating the need for
exploiting both explicit and mined metadata during Web searching, (b) show-
ing how automatic results clustering can be combined eﬀectively and eﬃciently
with the interaction paradigm of dynamic taxonomies by applying top-C cluster-
ing on-demand, (c) providing incremental evaluation approaches for reusing the
results of the more computationally expensive tasks, and (d) reporting experi-
mental results that prove the feasibility and the eﬀectiveness of this approach.
In the future we plan to conduct a user study for investigating what top-C value
most users prefer. Finally, we plan to continue our work on further speeding up
the incremental algorithms presented.
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